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Authoritarian Criminology and Racist
Statecraft: Rationalizations for Racial Profiling,
Carding and Legibilizing the Herd
Tamari Kitossa1,2
Abstract
This essay is an expose of authoritarian criminologists’ neutralizing
techniques that justify the technologies of racist statecraft: racial
profiling and ‘carding’. Principally focused on Canada and the US,
the essay challenges the claims of authoritarian criminologists that
the supposed ontological reality of crime refutes commissioned
reports, case law and obiter dicta, government reports and scholarly
research affirming racial profiling and carding. Assuming that
statecraft is a racket in the purest sense, and, rooted in the
epistemic conceptions of abolitionism, anti-criminology and countercolonialism, the essay turns the claims authoritarian criminologists
hold to be true back onto criminology to see what account it provides
for itself. From humanistic viewpoint, the results are found wanting.
Following the path worn by Hannah Arendt, I show that in taking
the effects of racial profiling and the legibilizing of carding as
evidence of ‘crime’s’ ontological reality, authoritarian criminologists
are ethically and morally irresponsible in the exercise of judgment to
the truth of statecraft’s aspiration to govern through ‘crime’.
Keywords: administrative-authoritarian criminology, racial profiling,
carding, statecraft, legibility, colonialism, racism.
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[I]f the designing of the future and the proclamation of readymade solutions for all time is not our affair, then we realize all
the more clearly what we have to do accomplish in the present
– I am speaking of a ruthless criticism of everything existing,
ruthless in two senses: The criticism must not be afraid of its
own conclusions, nor of conflict with the powers that be
[italics in original].
Karl Marx
[T]he

problem

of

generating

knowledge

and

protecting

knowledge is a problem in politics, and, conversely the
problem of political order always involves solutions to the
problem of knowledge.
Stephen Shapin and Simon Schaffer
Most social science is expressly and unconsciously bound by
state boundaries, categories that are reproduced within
institutionally sanctioned academic specializations […]. The
problem endemic to the social sciences [is] […] the difficulty of
thinking outside the conceptual and material grasp of the
modern state.
Itty Abraham and William van Schendel
The intellectual has to walk around, has to have the space in
which

to

stand

and

talk

back

to

authority,

since

unquestioning subservience to authority in today's world is
one of the greatest threats to an active, and moral, intellectual
life.
Edward Said
Introduction
In contemporary neo-liberal-colonialist social formations, racial profiling
and ‘carding’ are mutually reinforcing necropolitical technologies of racist
statecraft. As such, both are consistent with aspects of Foucault’s
conception of ‘bio-politics’ (1990) and in full accord with Mbembe’s thesis
of necropolitics (2003). As evidence of statecraft with the intent to make
citizen-subjects “legible” and therefore controllable (Scott, 1998), the
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practice of racial profiling and the technology of ‘carding’ enables the
leaders and operatives of the criminal industrial complex to catalogue,
commodify, discipline, imprison, manage, surveil and, ultimately, kill
disvalued populations. Jonathan Simon (2006) has called this project of
domestic management “governing through crime”. This is effectively the
manufacture of a domestic enemy to generate fear which induces citizens
to clamour to give up rights which the state eagerly takes on the condition
of granting its ‘protection’ (Tilly, 1985). To this end, racial profiling is the
critical assertion that on the weight of qualitative and quantitative
evidence, negative racialization is the presumptive logic guiding the
coercive

and

in/security

industrial

complexes

criminalization

and

punishment of African descendants, Indigenous peoples and other people
‘of colour’ (Willis-Esquida, 2007). As a mode of social control, racial
profiling has its origins in the blanket of capitalist exploitation that
overlays

the

historical

development

of

criminalization

inherent

to

apartheid, colonialism and slavery. Skin colour, dress, hairstyles, tattoos
and other markers of negative racialization worked up by the cultural
ideology of the socially dominant group signify the forms of racial difference
that are presumed to manifest ‘criminality’, and hence super-saturate
surveillance by the police and socially dominant members of the public.
‘Carding’, a logical extension of racial profiling, is when – under the
pretext of ‘random’ stops of cyclists, motorists, pedestrians and shoppers –
the police make citizen-subjects legible through entering their biographical,
personality disposition and biometric and genetic particularities details
into a police database for the precognitive and pre-emptive management of
criminality.1 Whereas apartheid, colonialism and slavery each systematized
through policing and punishment technologies of fingerprinting, passes
and writs of permission, contemporary neoliberalism uses ‘crime’ as an
opportunity to fulfil the object of statecraft by the same means. Racial
profiling and carding, though directed at socially disvalued groups, makes
all citizen’s legible for purposes of social control. Through persuading all
citizen-subjects, for ‘their own safety’, to accept submission (because
consent is not an option) to searches, seizures and biographic databasing,
racial profiling and ‘carding’ are pretexts for managing the whole ‘herd’.
Rooted

in

counter-colonial,

anti-criminology

and

abolitionist

epistemology (Agozino, 2003; Christie, 2004; Cohen, 2007; Deckert, 2014;
Hulsman, 1986; Kitossa, 2014; Lynch, 2000; Mathiesen, 1990; Saleh-
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Hanna, 2015; Tauri, 2012, 2014), my method of exposition is to turn the
claims of authoritarian criminologists back onto criminology itself to see
what account it provides for itself. To the extent that criminology has yet to
tell the truth about its incapacity and incompetence to determine where in
human beings or in their social environment the causes of crime are to be
found or what policies can effectively control/reduce ‘crime’, I aim to show
that in defence of racial profiling and ‘carding’ authoritarian criminologists
are ideologues of statecraft.
What I argue in this essay, then, is that authoritarian criminologists’
defence of racial profiling and carding is as much calculated to harm the
interests of Indigenous peoples, African descendants and other people ‘of
colour’ as much as to legitimate the open yet ideologically hidden dynamic
of population management through the racialization of ‘crime control’. I
outline seven strategies of racial profiling and carding legitimation by
authoritarian criminologists and discuss the social implications. But before
arriving at that destination, I prepare fellow travellers with an account of
statecraft and authoritarian criminologists’ relationship to it. Following this
brief exposition, I move on to offer evidence of racial profiling, carding and
racial discrimination contrary to claims of authoritarian criminologists. I
then outline the aforementioned seven neutralization techniques followed
by discussion and conclusion.
Statecraft and Authoritarian Criminologists
Is it controversial and inaccurate to assert with any measure of confidence
that in its disproportionality and disparate impact on African descendants,
Indigenous peoples and other people ‘of colour’ that racial profiling and
carding are racist tools of neo-liberal-colonialist statecraft? At one level, in
front of answering that question is to think about the taken-for-granted
epistemic and normative assumptions that make necropolitical statecraft
possible. Meaning: ‘crime’ in and of itself must be refuted as having any
ontological reality and, therefore, any validity beyond the instrumentalism
of statecraft (Cohen, 2007; Hulsman, 1986). In another way, what is
obviously at stake in the question is whether there is consonance between
the (ritualistic) ideals of formal equality and political practice. Thus, given
that the normative foundation of law and its enforcement in liberal
democracies is predicated upon sustaining the ruling relations of ableism,
capitalism, colonialism, hetero-patriarchy and white supremacy (D.
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Roberts, 1993), are racist outcomes not to be anticipated? If this is so, in
what relation do authoritarian criminologists stand to methods of
statecraft such as racial profiling and carding?
Alternatively, if one accepts both consensualism and the thesis that
the state-as-Leviathan is a neutral arbiter preventing a war of all against
all, as do authoritarian criminologists, then three propositions follow. First,
that what appears to be discrimination and disproportionality are not so at
all but rather an empirical measure of the determined will of some to break
the law. Measured against the performance of acceptable and definable
‘conduct norms’, crime and negative racialization map each other in
predetermined ways. That being so, determined will2 arises from one, all or
some combination of the ‘facts’ of biology, culture, psychology and socioeconomic status. In fine, some racial groups are more criminal and others
less. Second, even if disproportionality arises from racial bias, the
harmfulness caused by the criminogenicity of the racial Other justifies
White personal avoidance and proactive state repression. Finally, since it is
assumed that because racial disproportionality is evidence of the
determinism and propensity of especially Black people to break the law,
thereby making discriminatory enforcement a necessary evil in the
maintenance of order, the values of those holding this position are
presumably objective, neutral and untainted by political interests. Who are
these people who make the mundane doing of evil itself conceptually
mundane and what are its implications for criminological theory? These
are not simply questions of intellectual practice, they are also questions of
identity, positionality and power.
‘These people’ are authoritarian criminologists (Agozino, 2010;
Kitossa, 2014; Tauri, 2012). They are to be found among a highly
influential but small subset of criminologists in Europe and its far-flung
White colonial offshoots: Australia, Aotearoa/New Zealand, Canada, Israel,
South Africa and the USA. They are found among the ranks of the tertiary
professoriate, think tank fellows and state ministries for the administration
of

the

criminal

law.

As

“defenders

of

[the

extant

social]

order”

(Schwendinger & Schwendinger, 1970) they are connected to statecraft in
concrete ways as quasi-state functionaries well-connected to coercive
bureaucracies through the granting system and in the criminal industrial
complex as consultants. They often receive hefty government contracts, are
awarded outsized scholarly research grants, are accorded status and
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prestige and are recipients of comfortable stipends from conservative think
tanks.
As regards racism and criminalization, they uniformly assert that
racism

in

the

criminal

legal

system,

especially

in

policing,

is

unsubstantiated, ‘scientifically’ imprecise and that claims of racial profiling
and discrimination in the criminal industrial complex are motivated by
anti-police dogmas and Left-wing ideology (Gabor, 2004, 1994; Gold, 2003;
Levin, 1992; MacDonald, 2001, 2015a, 2015b; Melchers, 2003, 2006;
Roberts, 1994, 2003). Of racial profiling they assert the following: it is a
discourse driven by moral entrepreneurialism of the liberal press; it is
accepted and propagated by misguided, self-serving and ‘politically correct’
politicians, liberal judges, departments and ministries of ‘justice’; it is
fostered in academia by a too permissive and Left-leaning professoriate,
keen to cash in on the ‘cottage industry’ of racial profiling surveying; and
that claims of racial profiling and bias in ‘carding’ are simultaneously a
cover to avoid public policy attention to the reality of ‘Black-on-Black’
crime and Indigenous ‘criminality’ – of course with the salutary effect of
promoting undeterred criminality by socially disvalued persons and
groups.
I am less interested to debunk these claims than to demonstrate
how, in the hands of authoritarian criminologists, they serve the use of
‘crime’ as a neo/colonialist tool to justify racist statecraft. In doing so, I
want to show that the rationalizing claims for unfettered police discretion,
acceptance of the ‘facts’ about race and crime generated from racial
profiling and ‘carding’ and an uncritical stance toward the state includes
the assertions that: race (i.e., non-Whiteness) is a proxy for ‘criminality’
(i.e., illicit drug dealing and interpersonal violence), and that ‘criminals’
justify their behaviour through neutralization techniques. Given that, as
noted by John Hepburn (1978), “Political society is built on a foundation of
repressive force” (p. 72), my tack is to expose the neutralization techniques
of authoritarian criminologists as a technology of totalitarian3 statecraft
and to demystify the social-contractarian ‘right’ of the state to bludgeon
citizen-subjects into obedience when/where persuasion fails (Nicolaus,
1969; Schwendinger & Schwendinger, 1970). In very explicit ways, I
demonstrate that from the authoritarian criminologist’s standpoint, ‘crime’
is a rhetoric whose practical function is to enable domestic pacification of
the citizen-herd by economic, military and political elites – in short,
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statecraft is a protection racket, a veritable regime of violence consisting of
extortion, extraction, deprivation, lies, threat and the breaking of bodies
(Galtung, 1969; Lundberg,1973; Mills, 2000; Tilly, 1985). It may be
regarded as a harsh and even unwarranted judgment of authoritarian
criminologists that they are ‘little Eichman’s’ whose task it is to endorse
totalitarianism and inure citizen-subjects to the totalitarianism under
which they exist (see Arendt, 2003),4 but this is exactly the point I assert.
What does one call those whose social function it is to justify statecraft’s
containment and legibilizing of citizen-subjects through racial profiling and
‘carding’? Are we not beyond the point that criminologists in general and
authoritarian criminologists in particular “have an extraordinary potential
for being dangerous people” (Christie, 2004, p. 95); are, in fact, so? Is not
normalizing the toxicity of statecraft the raison dêtre of criminology
(Kitossa, in review)?
Do Racial Profiling and Racial Bias Existin Policing and the Criminal
Legal System?
Is there evidence that at best affirms or at least infers racial profiling,
carding and racism in the criminal legal system? The answer to this
question depends on whom it is asked, what is considered evidence and
the method for its collection and the stakes in the issue. Since I cannot
possibly present the sum of all affirming and inferential evidence, I will
proceed phenomenologically, treating a narrow range of evidence presented
as representative. I will, to this end, present evidence gathered from a
variety of methodological approaches. Because by now it is not a secret to
the reader that I regard ‘crime’ as having no other content besides being a
focal point of moral outrage, ideologically for the state to justify the ongoing
racket of statecraft, I must be clear that I am not personally interested to
endorse the evidence confirming racial profiling and racism in the criminal
legal apparatus. I am rather interested in authoritarian criminologists’
scepticism requiring absolute knowledge (to the exclusion of inferential
knowledge),

methodological

absolutism

and

the

pretension

of

disinterestedness. All of this despite the first principle that colonialism,
imperialism and slavery occurred and now burden the living with the dead
weight of their history. So, while it cannot seriously be doubted that
moonshine is a reflection of the atomic chemistry of the sun, a) why is
there doubt that racial profiling and ‘carding’ do not reflect racist statecraft
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and b) why, if racial profiling and ‘carding’ are accepted as existing, do
some authoritarian criminologists think that while these are evils they are
also socially necessary?
This brief excursus must begin historically, quite specifically at the
historical juncture in which criminology was established and which it has
yet to come to grips with: colonialism, capitalism, imperialism and slavery
(Agozino, 2003; Cohen, 2007; Staples, 1975). It must be noted that in
addition to its impoverishment for want of theoretical engagement with
culture, political economy and the state (Cohen, 2007; Ferrell et al., 2004;
Hillyard & Tombs, 2004), criminology is constitutively amnesic (Hirschi,
1993). Always in the present, yet relying on tired tropes, criminology is
strategically amnesic. Criminology especially has no capacity to deal with
memories of colonialism, genocide and slavery – to which it was either
indifferent or aided and abetted by its complicity with racist statecraft.
To this end, racial profiling, a term which did not so much as
register a blip in the media and scholastic literature, came into prominence
in the early 2000s, particularly in the US where the DEA formalized race as
a trait in its interdiction profiles through the 1990s Operation Pipeline.
Newspapers detailed blatant abuses of citizen-subjects legal rights, not
limited to civil asset forfeiture, which amounted to bold-faced robbery, and
a series of court challenges. In the US, the basis for popularizing racial
profiling centred on the 4th (search and seizure) and 14th (equal rights)
Amendments to the US Constitution and, in Canada, on Charter Sections 7
through to 9 (Gross, 2007; Tanovich, 2006, 2004).
As noted by Cynthia Willis-Esqueda (2007), the practice awaited the
discovery of nomenclature. In asserting that “racial profiling as a means for
law enforcement to wield power against individuals of colour with irrelevant
or no evidence for doing so” (p. 75), Willis-Esqueda deftly side-steps what
authoritarian criminologists take for granted – that the criminal law is
about power, not about harm. The consequence of delinking the term racial
profiling from the presumption of harm is that we are free to identify how
discretionary enforcement occurs under the bald violence of settler
colonialism, plantation slavery and the bloody dispossession of Indigenous
peoples. It can be said with utmost confidence that, aside for the brief time
when whiteness was being formalized as a social identity, Europeans never
endured the vicissitude and fungibility of slavery, scalping and harvesting
of

hands and

feet,

medical

experimentation,

forced

dispossession,
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biological

warfare,

child

apprehensions,

mass

rape,

bantustans/reservations, genocide and ascribed intergenerational calumny
because of race (Daschuk, 2013; Davis, 2014; Davis, 2001; Diamond,
1997; Du Bois, 1935; Fanon, 1967; Hochschild, 1998; Rodney, 1982;
Stannard, 1994; Washington, 2006; Willhelm, 1971). And all of this
sanctified by the ‘rule of law’!
Throughout the European colonial dominions of the Americas,
African descendants, Indigenous peoples and people ‘of colour’ were not
only marked out as prospective criminals, but their subordinate status
required a regime of legal restraints, material practices, surveillance and
techniques for legibility – passes and writs of permission and freedom. This
fact was most explicitly seen with transatlantic plantation slavery in the
Americas. Most notably in the US, the narratives of formerly enslaved
persons – as well as those free-born persons such as Frederick Douglass,
Harriet Jacobs and Solomon Northup among others – detail two originary
facts of racist statecraft. Firstly, that chattel slavery developed a wellworked-out regime of slave catchers, the deputization of all White persons
as adjunct police (sometimes on pain of punishment) and a culture of
quotidian sadism (Hadden, 2001; Hartman, 1997; Hawkins & Thomas,
1991). Viviane Saleh-Hanna (2016) notes that of consequence for
colonialist/racist statecraft and relevant to the continuity of control and
legibilizing practices,
[t]he criminal justice system and chattel slavery are flip sides
of Western democracy’s coin of capital. Each side of this coin
foreshadows and constructs the other side of this coin, living
in perpetual intersectionality and co-dependence. Chattel
slavery and criminal justice are both at the beginning of this
system, one and the same, haunting, replacing, reforming
and rebirthing one other (para. 5; see also Kitossa, 2005;
Muhammad, 2010).
Secondly, critical to maintaining this coercive regime was the soft strategy
of racist statecraft – the legibilizing of African Americans through
Black/slave codes and documentation attesting to their social status (free
or enslaved) and ‘rights’ of movement beyond plantations and the property
of their masters, or, in their own recognizance if free (Parenti, 2003;
Stewart, 1998; Willis-Esqueda, 2007).
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Crucially for an understanding of how criminalization, racial
profiling and ‘carding’ became essential tools of racist statecraft, it is vital
to recognize that slavery was a massive regime of social confinement that
made incarceration moot. Thus, as with transatlantic slavery which
punished the innocent with social death (Agozino, 2003), the abolition of
slavery was more rhetorical than actual because, in the US, Jim Crow,
chain gangs and imprisonment became its new form. As noted by many
scholars, principally arising from the habit of slavery and necessity caused
by the technological and infrastructural underdevelopment of the South,
African Americans moved within two decades after 1865 from about 2% to
90% of all prisoners (Alexander, 2010; Blackmon, 2009; Childs, 2015;
Davis, 2003; McIntyre, 1993).
This historical context tells us that, as Freda Adler (1976) stated,
when "'crime' is stripped of [its] ethical rationalizations and philosophical
pretensions, a crime is anything that a group in power chooses to prohibit"
(p. 155). Arising from the fundamental fact of racist statecraft, well over
100 years of scholarly inquiry beginning in the early twentieth century –
despite its commitment to determinism and positivism – left no doubt that
the apparent race-crime link was produced as a matter of fact by the castelike operation of racial bias in policing, the courts and punishment
(Bonger, [1915]1969; Du Bois, [1899]1967; Sellin, 1935; Sutherland &
Cressey, 1955). Statistics on so-called Black criminality were recognized as
produced by the legal framing of human conduct and selective enforcement
and punishment which reproduced extant social, economic and political
relations. To this end William Ryan (1971) noted at the time of the ghetto
rebellions that
[w]e must judge why we hire policemen by the evidence.
Presumably we hire them to do what they, in fact, do: arrest
black people and poor people. In functional terms, it would be
hard to evade the conclusion that the major task we give to our
police is to control potentially disruptive or troublesome groups
in the population (p. 215-216).
That this alternative way of thinking about statistics on race, ‘crime’
and punishment did not become received wisdom owed much to the
necessity of ideology propagated by the state’s interpretation of the
statistical measures for gauging the activities of its agents in selectively
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enforcing the law to maintain social order. Here one need only think of the
nearly sacred status bestowed upon J. Edgar Hoover’s innovation – the
Uniform Crime Report. Critically though, because what is the concern of
criminology (and the social ‘sciences’) is already determined by the
interests of the state and the dominant culture, the determinism and
positivism at the heart of criminology lend themselves to treating the
results of state activity as confirmation of race as causation rather than
the results of unequal enforcement and punishment (Brown, 2001; Cook &
Hudson, 1993; Covington, 1995; Gilroy, 1987; Mann, 1993, 1995;
Reasons, 1974; Staples, 1975). There is a line of continuity from
colonialism and slavery to the present social configuration.
Across Canada, the UK and the US, recognition of the historical
depth of racial discrimination in the criminal legal system has led to efforts
to document the scope and validity of racial profiling and ‘carding’. The
sheer bulk of material generated since around the early 2000s to the
present is overwhelming, clearly beyond my stamina and ingenuity to
digest it all. I, therefore, attend only to a very, very, thin sliver of
conclusionary and inferential data, with which I am familiar, among social
‘scientists’ (Epp et al., 2009; Harcourt, 2006; Harris, 2003; Institute on
Race and Justice, n.d.; Lamberth, 2006; Moreton-Robinson, 2009;
Tanovich, 2006; Tator & Henry, 2006; Hayle et al., 2016); human rights
commissions (Equality Human Rights Commission, 2012; Nova Scotia
Human Rights Commission, 2019; Ontario Human Rights Commission,
2017, 2018; Quebec Human Rights Commission, 2011); civil liberty groups
(American Civil Liberties Union, 2009, 2013; British Columbia Civil
Society, 2010); civil society and constitutional rights groups (CAPP, 2014;
Center for Constitutional Rights, 2012); police forces and boards (Fearon &
Farrell, 2019; Foster et al., 2016; Wortley, 2006); the courts (R. v. Dudhi,
2019 ONCA 665; R. v. Le, 2019, SCC 34); the press (Rankin, 2002; Rankin
& Winsa, 2013); and finally, both exposés by ex-cops (Juarez, 2004;
Stamper, 2005) and matter-of-fact testimony by police officers to
researchers (Satzwhich & Shaffir, 2009). All these are explicit that the
identities of Black, Indigenous peoples and people ‘of colour’ are strong
cues for the presumption of ‘criminality’.
This small sample of evidence either affirms or infers racial
discrimination in policing. Indeed, the Ontario Human Rights Commission
laments in its 2017 report that:
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The widespread nature of incidents of racial profiling, along
with a growing body of case law and social science and legal
research, confirm not only that racial profiling exists, but also
that it is a broad concern shared by many Ontarians.
Alarmingly, the experiences we heard were similar to the ones
we heard when we did our [first] racial profiling inquiry back in
2003 (p. 6).
The depth of racial profiling and race-based carding in police culture and
the way police officers go about enforcing the law is at this point regarded
as irrefutable by the courts in a way that infers a wider social
acknowledgement that racism in policing is not a question of a ‘few bad
apples’. Thus at Peart v. Peal Regional Police Services Board, Justice
Doherty asserted it is now accepted by “the courts that racial profiling
occurs and is a day-to-day reality in the lives of those minorities affected
by it” (2006, para. 94). And finally, it must never be forgotten that Richard
Nixon in launching his ‘drug war’ in the early 1970s was explicit about his
intentions according to his henchman, John Erlichman (as cited in Baum,
2016):
The Nixon campaign in 1968, and the Nixon White House
after that, had two enemies: the antiwar left and black
people. You understand what I’m saying? We knew we
couldn’t make it illegal to be either against the war or black,
but by getting the public to associate the hippies with
marijuana and blacks with heroin, and then criminalizing
both heavily, we could disrupt those communities. We could
arrest their leaders, raid their homes, break up their
meetings, and vilify them night after night on the evening
news. Did we know we were lying about the drugs? Of
course we did.
By any measure, the evidence demonstrating the state’s use of race
in policing is not seriously disputed. In much the same way that a
reasonable person thinking about the Anthropocene must concede that
fossil fuels are a bust and not a boon to continued human existence,
reasonable persons are coming to conclude that racial profiling and
racialized ‘carding’ are no longer a matter of debate. Why then, from
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authoritarian criminologists

is

there disparagement,

highly

stylized

scepticism articulated through the rhetoric of science and, in some
instances, where the evidence is accepted, its meaning depends on: a)
deterministic ontological assertions regarding the objective reality of ‘crime’
and b) exonerations of racist statecraft? But aside from questions of theory,
method and the philosophy of knowledge is the question of ethics. Given
that the overwhelming bulk of what each person knows is known mediately
rather than empirically and sensually, and that it is the business of expert
communities to generate verifiable knowledge, even if it is inferential, is it
an abdication of ethical responsibility to assert human-induced climate
change is a ‘Chinese hoax’ any more than to say that racial profiling and
racialized ‘carding’ does not occur because they are, at best, only
inferential? Is it bad faith to claim that racist statecraft is justified because
Black, Indigenous peoples and people ‘of colour’ are deterministically
‘criminal’ and White people must be protected from them?
Having demonstrated the allegiance of authoritarian criminologists
as

ideologues

for

necropolitical

statecraft,

I

know

present

seven

neutralization techniques of authoritarian criminologists for racial profiling
and carding.
Neutralization

Technique

One:

Claims

of

Racism

in

Policing

Undermine Public Safety
Claims of racial profiling and the presumed unconstitutionality of ‘carding’
is a ploy intended to racially polarize policing, thereby undermining its
credibility and the capacity for police officers to enforce the law (Gabor,
2004; Melchers, 2003, 2006; Mac Donald, 2001, 2015a, 2015b; Roberts,
2003). As a result, police are reluctant to enforce none but the most
serious criminal offences for fear of being (unfairly) castigated as racists. To
this effect in a paper commissioned by the RCMP's Research and
Evaluation Branch, Ronald-Frans Melchers (2006) argues that claims of
racial profiling threaten
to place justice into disrepute, [and make] [...] the work of
ensuring public safety and enforcing the law more difficult
when it involves members of visible minority communities and
threatens

to

endanger

the

security

of

visible

minority
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communities themselves by empowering criminals and criminal
organizations in their midst (p. 2).
Because in the wake of the police murders of Michael Brown and Freddy
Grey that lit the fuse to urban unrest, cops, Heather Mac Donald (2015a)
claims,

are

afraid

to

undertake

the

“prime

gauges

of

proactive

enforcement”: “summons for low-level, quality offences such as public
urination”. Police are, as a result, afraid to enforce all but very serious
infractions. With ‘crime rates rising’, the result is that the “streets get
mean”.
Neutralization Technique Two: Your Methods Are Flawed, Mine Are
Not, Because We All Know ‘Crime’ Is Not Randomly Distributed
Second, it is believed that research purporting to confirm racial bias in
policing is dismissible on two grounds. Such studies are ostensibly cherrypicked, methodologically flawed and reliant on 'bulk anecdotes', which it is
claimed cannot be 'scientifically' verified (Gold, 2003). From such ‘flawed’
studies, any conclusion ascertaining racial bias is believed to be
inconclusive or misplaced (Melchers, 2004, 2006). If at all racial bias is
conceded by authoritarian criminologists, it is presumably a result of the
proverbial 'bad apples' rather than personal, institutional or systemic
racism (see Gold, 2003; Melchers, 2004). It is relatedly argued that, if at all
racial bias occurs, it is because “a handful of police officers may
unfortunately and illegally be bigots” (2003, p. 393). Beyond a few rogue
elements and ‘bad apples’, it is believed extant statistical methods lack the
sophistication to actually determine whether racial profiling occurs or not.
It is asserted time of day, how many kilometres driven or walked, whether
a community is a ‘high’ or ‘low’ crime area, and, especially because there is
a lack of credible “benchmarks” respecting the characteristics of persons
stopped versus the general population are factors which must all also be
considered. Beyond rogues and bad apples, “[i]t is simply implausible that
actual profiling policies or practices on any basis, be it psychological or
racial,

would

organization

ever
as

be officially

an

alternative

adopted
to

by

a

rationally

traditional,

behaving

evidence-gathering,

investigative practices” (Melchers, 2004, p. 361). So why then is there the
perception

racial

profiling

occurs?

Paradoxically,

Melchers

(2004)

continues, “[b]ecause so many organizations have indeed done so, despite
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overwhelming indications of the folly of such approaches” (p. 361). Besides
all this, it is asserted that crime is not in any case random – thereby
assuming a causal link between race and crime (Gabor, 1994; Mac Donald
2001; Melchers, 2004; 2006; see also Levin, 1992; Rocque & Posick, 2017).
Neutralization Technique Three: What Looks Like Racial Bias Is
Mistaken For Good Policing
Following from the justification that 'crime' is not randomly distributed and
is therefore committed more by some racial groups than others, good police
work often appears discriminatory to the uninformed (Gabor, 2004; Gold,
2003; Mac Donald, 2001; Melchers, 2006). Thus “whether or not racial
profiling is officially sanctioned in an organization, the statistical results of
police operations often look the same” (Melchers, 2004, p. 362). Especially
in the area of narcotics arrests, charges and incarceration, it is argued that
criticisms of the so-called war on drugs are an effort to conceal that racial
"disparities in offending behaviours" are objectively real (Melchers, 2006, p.
76). In addition, it is believed that arrests for violent offences are
disproportionately committed by African Canadians (Melchers, 2004, 2006)
and African Americans (Levin, 1992; MacDonald, 2001, 2015a, 2015b),
apparently

confirming

their

greater

propensity

toward

Discretionary authority and heavy deployment where

violence.

poor African

Americans and African Canadians predominate, then, is presumed to be a
nonissue and, in fact, a positive right of the state to do so. Because, notes
Levin (1992), “[r]ace is an information-bearing trait” about actual and
potential ‘criminality’, then “[t]he state’s regular use of other informationbearing traits to prevent serious crime sets a precedent for state use of
information supplied by race for the same purpose” (p. 8). Thus – while
there may be harm to the civil rights of Black, Indigenous peoples and
people ‘of colour’ for aggressive policing – the greater harm arises from not
racially profiling and carding.
Neutralization Technique Four: Racial Profiling Is Discourse Imported
Into Canada From The US
In Canada at least, racial profiling is an imported ideology from a racially
divided United States of America (Gold, 2003; Melchers, 2004). The
assumption is that gullible liberal White Canadians and sympathetic
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“visible minorities” make much ado about nothing in a country, like
Canada, where, if racism exists, it is a rare event of isolated bigots (Gold,
2003; Melchers, 2004). Thus “[n]otwithstanding its growing acceptance in
the courts, among the media and with the public, the evidentiary basis for
allegations of ‘racial profiling’ is weak, often fabricated” (Melchers, 2006, p.
2). But it is especially “media sensationalism” driven by the Toronto Star’s
reporting that have popularized the term and have given “‘black’, ‘black
identity’ or ‘African Canadians’ of diverse cultural background and origin”
(2006, p. 11) grist for the mill to make false accusations against a
blameless and scapegoated police.
Neutralization Technique Five: Claims Of Racial Profiling Is An Excuse
For Criminals Not To Be Held Accountable
Claims of racial profiling then, is the work of malcontents who seek to
make “policing racial minority communities [...] more difficult by [...] [the]
burden [of such an accusation] [...] that reduces [...] the safety of those
same communities, already subject to high rates of victimization, in
particularly violent victimization” (Melchers, 2004, p. 21). More than this, it
is implied that in the post-9/11 US accusations of racial profiling are a
well-orchestrated

psychological

tactic

by

'criminals'

(and

Islamic?)

“militants seeking to further the belief that these groups are so singled out”
(Melchers, 2004, p. 12). By imputing bias to the police, it is asserted that
the ‘criminals’ in high-crime groups can create greater opportunity to
commit more crime (Levin, 1992; Mac Donald, 2001, 2015b; Melchers,
2006).
Neutralization Technique Six: Your ‘Science’ Is Junk, But My ‘Science’
Is Science
It is asserted that a distinction must be made between 'good' and 'junk'
science in the study of racial bias in policing (Gold, 2003). It is here
presumed that criminology is a value-free study of 'crime' causation,
implying that criminologists are not a part of the social reality they study.
As a result, human behaviour is determined and quantifiable as one would
count molecules and that 'crime' is objectively real. Assuming criminology
is a ‘science’, it is believed the cultural and/or racial factors of a person’s
identity are objective bases to determine criminality. Moreover, in relation
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to the presumption that crime is inscribed on the exploited classes and
negatively racialized persons, police statistical reports are objective
measures of 'criminality'. This positivistic orientation presumes the
scientific method can be used unobtrusively to apprehend 'criminality'
while measuring the effectiveness of police work. Should ‘political
categories’ such as 'racial profiling' intervene in the objective apprehension
of 'criminals' and the recording of 'crime', then and only then, is 'science'
spoiled. As Ronald-Frans Melchers (2006) argues the term racial profiling
is
[f]oremost a political term, it is not intended to provide an
operational or empirical definition. It is used in everexpanding contexts and ways, eluding any evidentiary
quality.

Racial

profiling

is

a

presumption

and

an

“unfalsifiable” claim. There are simply no circumstances in
which it can be objectively rejected. Little of what is stated
about racial profiling has, nor could have, any empirical
basis [emphasis added] (p. 1).
What is needed are a) an agreed-upon definition and b) to determine
whether bias exists or whether it is criminality being mistaken for ‘good
policing’ through a dispassionate inquiry led by skilled social ‘scientists’
fully adept at statistics (Gabor, 1994, 2004; Roberts, 1994, 2003).
Neutralization technique seven: Claims of racial profiling are a threat
to social cohesion
Finally, it is contended that since assertions of racial profiling have no
scientific merit, has no basis in reality, and is a ploy to undermine law
enforcement, it is a dangerous discourse. Ronald-Frans Melchers (2006)
argues, “‘Racial profiling’ beliefs are a threat to social cohesion and public
safety. They drive a wedge between law enforcement officials and those
who, for whatever reasons, come to think of themselves as their victims” (p.
1).
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Discussion
These seven rationalizing strategies for racial profiling and racialized
‘carding’ constitute the basis upon which administrative-authoritarian
criminologists deploy their colonialist-racial logic in defence of facially
neutral policing. As noted above, I will not rehearse the flaws in the
positivist and statistical reasoning of authoritarian criminologists nor
deconstruct the myth of ‘scientific criminology’, having done so elsewhere
(Kitossa, 2014). Indeed, to do so would be to engage in an infinite regress
of absurd logic. For example, if racial profiling is an ‘unscientific’ claim
because it is ‘unfalsifiable’, how is the opposite claim that ‘good policing’
merely seems discriminatory any less unfalsifiable? What method of
induction can be used to falsify one claim rooted in experiences of racism
and the other – a purely moralistic defence of whatever tactics enforcers of
the law deem essential to justify their existence? Clearly, the belief that
there is no racism in the criminal legal system cannot be assuaged by
evidence attesting to the opposite. So, to get out of this corner, we must
meet authoritarian criminology head-on, on the mound from which it
trumpets its ‘scientific’ credentials as the basis for its credibility: moral
philosophy.
Let me begin with criminology itself. The data based on which
authoritarian criminology makes judgments about policy cannot avoid the
ways that police discretion is articulated in deeply biased ways. First, the
law is a social construction whose power to regulate some behaviours while
allowing others to pass as appropriate standards of conduct derives from
both historical factors and the arbitrary decisions of political authority to
treat as ‘criminal’ some conduct but not other (Glassbeek, 2012; Hepburn,
1978; Reiman & Leighton, 2017). Second, the police ‘data’ used to paint a
picture of moral disorder in society, and to justify their ever-ballooning
budgets, are, in fact, a distortion of events deemed ‘criminal’ (Reiman &
Leighton, 2017).
Indeed, since there is always more ‘criminality’ than can be detected
by official agents of morality, what is recorded as ‘criminal facts’ are in
reality “official statistics […] that tell us more about police behavior than
about criminals” (Reiman & Leighton, 2017, p. 120). Such a view is
confirmed by the Ontario Chiefs of Police who stated: “Driving and drug
offences […] are enforcement driven” (Ontario Association of Chiefs of
Police, 2001). Behind the euphemism of ‘enforcement driven’ are the
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mutually entwined facts of institutional policy, individual discretion and
the secret society culture of policing. Clearly, within the context of
institutional policy, to prosecute a so-called drug war, target ‘problem
offences’ and ‘incivilities’ or ‘high crime areas’ relies on implicit individual
and organizational biases and professional shorthands that depend on
class, racial and other biases. Hence, noted the Harvard Law Review
Association (1988, p. 1496),
the argument that police behavior is undistorted by racial
discrimination flatly contradicts most studies, which reveal
what many police officers freely admit: that police use race
as an independently significant, if not determinative, factor in
deciding whom to follow, detain, search, or arrest.
More deeply than the distorted image of ‘crime’ and ‘criminals’
presented by official statistics, and, even deeper than what ‘crime statistics’
tell us about the decisions of officers, police culture and police
departments, such data tell public administrators that the police are, in
fact, directing their attention at the ‘appropriate’ targets of the criminal law
(Douglas, 1971; Ryan, 1971). Indeed, as the US Seventh Circuit Court
gives chilling and eloquent testimony, the behaviour of the police is not to
be judged by the standards to which other citizens are held. For example,
in the civil trial of Deputy Sheriff Jeffrey Drinski for the 1993 killing of
Konstantino Plakas in Indiana, Justices Cummings and Coffey argue as
follows: “In this sense, the police officer always causes the trouble. But it is
trouble which the police officer is sworn to cause, which society pays him
to cause and which, if kept within constitutional limits, society praises the
officer for causing” (Plakas v. Drinski, 1994). Absurd as it is, the judges’
remarks are an objective recognition of the facts concerning a range of
abuses in policing. Quite aside from the instance of the sadist John Burge
and his underlings in Chicago (Guarino, 2013), the 2013 case in the
Ontario Court of Appeal heard a case of police torturing a suspect to gain a
confession. The officer accused of beating a confession out of the accused
apologized for doing so claiming “it’s part of my job” (R V. Singh). The court
in this instance was incredulous but, nonetheless, did not punish the
officer.
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Relatedly, drawing on a 2004 National Academy of Sciences report
titled “Fairness and Effectiveness in Policing: The evidence”, Jeffrey Reiman
and Paul Leighton (2017, p. 14) call attention to the following:
a) there

was

weak

or

no

evidence

to

support

the

effectiveness of a ‘standard model’ of policing that relied
on ‘arrests and the threat of punishment’ to reduce crime
b) that the effects of increasing the number of police were
‘ambiguous’
c) that rapid response ‘has also not been shown to reduce
crime’
d) that ‘research does not provide strong support for the
proposition that zero-tolerance policing reduced serious
crime’
e) in some cities, intensive enforcement overall increased
social disorder
f) community policing relying on general foot patrol and
storefront offices have not been found to reduce crime
In the final analysis, the moral philosophy of the authoritarian
criminology’s defence of racial profiling and ‘carding’ is an uncritical assent
to absolute authority. This is a matter that concerns where constitutional
limits should be drawn, and, at what price. Contrary to the idea that
seeking accountability for police abuses of power will undermine both the
law and ‘social cohesion’, it is well-noted by Stanley Milgram (1974) and
Philip Zimbardo (2008) that there is no greater threat to human beings
than blind obedience to authority, especially in social formations with
authoritarian tendencies. At R v. Ferdinand, Justice LaForme of the
Ontario Superior Court of Justice could well be speaking to administrativeauthoritarian criminologists:
One reasonable [...] impression that one could draw from the
information sought on these 208 is that they could be a tool
utilized for racial profiling […]. If the manner in which these
208 cards are currently being used continues; there will be
serious consequences ahead. They are but another means
whereby subjective assessments based upon race – or some
other irrelevant factor – can be used to mask discriminatory
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conduct. If this is someday made out – this court for one will
not tolerate it. This kind of daily tracking of the whereabouts
has an aspect to it that reminds me of former government
regimes that I am certain all of us would prefer not to
replicate.
Given the police will continue to use race as a key factor of its professional
competence to detect crime, the judiciary admits that the court on racial
profiling and ‘carding’ remains in session but the door on whether there is
bias in the criminal legal system is closed.
Conclusion
As a ‘science’, criminology, especially in the hands of authoritarian
criminologists, is utter fiction. It is, however, very real and serious in its
commitment to totalitarian statecraft. What I have tried to show in this
essay is that authoritarian criminologists are undeterred in their mysticism
because the very substance of their enterprise is wholly dependent on what
the state determines is harmful to the social order. The difficulty of
thinking outside the predetermined conceptual box established by the
state, that crime has an objective reality, leads authoritarian criminologists
to shudder at the prospect of their own autonomy. This dependency, in
turn, assures that a critique of the state’s chief instrument of domestic
repression, the police, remains inscrutable. In the enduring effects of
settler colonialism and the after-life of slavery, authoritarian criminologists
are secular clerics who take on the role and function of their predecessors
– Inquisitors and Enlightenment philosophers – who sought, by collusion
with statecraft, total control of the social herd. Racial profiling and carding
are at once denied being rooted in settler colonialism, imperialism and
slavery in large measure because these odious means of social vampirism,
now manifest in the doctrine of ‘neoliberalism’, deflect general awareness
from the state’s aspiration to achieve and maintain ‘public safety’ through
the full spectrum dominance of a police state.
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Endnotes
1

In its exposure of racial ‘disproportionality’ in the ‘carding’ of African

Canadians the Toronto Star reports that “…#81499756 received credits on
6,600 contact cards from 2008 to 2012, the second highest count of all
officers” (Rankin & Winsa, 2013). Rankin and Winsa note also that
“…black people represent 8.1 per cent of the city’s population, 58 per cent
of the officer’s cards involved blacks” (Idid). Such ‘data’ constitutes clear
evidence that the statistics which are taken as prima facie evidence of
Black criminality are in fact contrived by personal and organizational
motivations. Facing considerable political pressure from community
groups, both the provincial government of former premier, Kathleen
Wynne, the current mayor of Toronto, John Tory, were compelled to
respectively conduct wide-ranging judicial-led public inquiries (Tulloch,
2018) and demand that the Toronto police board limit the practice to
justifiable rationales. Because the Metro-Toronto police faced the mounting
loss of consent from communities disproportionately targeted for ‘carding’
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commissioned, the Metro-Toronto Police Services Board commissioned its
own

(face-saving)

public

inquiry.

From

the

vantage

of

a

realist

interpretation of the hardware of statecraft, the most remarkable but
unsurprising result of this inquiry is the toxic nature of contact with the
police as opposed to the perception of those that have had no contact with
the police. Evidence that contact with the police is more often than not a
toxic encounter, a significant proportion of ‘carded’ persons held a
decidedly negative view of the police. Probably not surprising is that
African Canadians, as opposed to other racial groups, had consistently
negative views of the police (Metro-Toronto Police Services Board, 2019). In
the UK and US, Dorothy Roberts (2011) reports that in addition to routine
law enforcement activities such as ‘carding’ and racial profiling are vital to
the genetic documentation of African descended people: in the UK “40% of
all black men and 77% of black men ages fifteen to thirty-five, compared
with only 6 percent of white men, were estimated to have genetic profiles in
the UK national DNA database in 2006…[While in the US] in 2006…at
least 40 percent of the genetic profiles in the U.S. federal database were
from African Americans [who are]…13 percent of the national population”
(Roberts, 2011, pp. 277-78).
2

A range of scholars have demonstrated that the determinisms of biology,

culture, psychology and socio-economy, singly or in some combination, are
the foundational basis for criminology, despite manifest and largely surface
differences (Kittrie, 1973; Mann, 1993; Pepinsky, 1982; Reasons, 1974).
3

I do not use this term in any way that is hyperbolic. Here is the logic of a

Canadian judge affirming the point: “In light of six years of rhetoric and
jurisprudence about the Charter, some Canadians may shudder to realize
that the security needs of a free and democratic society are, in a few basic
essentials, much the same as those which totalitarian societies arrogate
unto themselves. Utter secrecy, subject to certain checks, in security
intelligence matters is one. That necessary degree of secrecy is so much
more fissiparous in freedom and democracy than it is under the stifling
oppression of a totalitarian régime, and it is therefore objectively justifiable
in terms of paragraph 46(1)(b) of the Privacy Act. What no doubt
distinguishes this free and democratic society from those which are less or
not at all so, are the right to apply for, and obtain the results of, the
Privacy Commissioner's investigation, and the right to apply to this Court
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for a review” (Zanganeh v. Canadian Security Intelligence Service, 1989,
para. 12).
4

I invoke Hannah Arendt with caution and reservation. The anti-Blackness

that suffuses her work, especially On Violence (1970), raises questions
about her ethical authenticity.

